
Tool Box Talk No.9 
Facilitator’s Notes 

Mental Fitness 

1. Being mentally fit will help you manage stress, enjoy life and keep you on the road 
for the long haul. 

2. Be aware of the signs of stress and develop strategies to manage it. 
3. For peak mental fitness and a better ability to cope with life’s challenges, strike a 

balance between exercising your mind and giving it the rest it needs. 

4. Help is available, contact your local doctor or Mensline 1300 78 99 78 for more information. 

• FACT SHEET – Mental Fitness. 
• Power Point presentation. 
• Other resources – brochures and posters may be resourced through the health 

organisations listed on the NTC website (Useful Contacts section). 

 

This briefing covers important information about mental fitness including: 
• why it is important for commercial vehicle drivers to maintain their mental fitness; and 

• how drivers can improve their mental fitness and reduce their risk of mental health problems. 

B. DURATION 

A. OVERVIEW 

10 - 20 minutes 

D. HANDOUTS AND RESOURCES 

 

C. KEY MESSAGES 
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1. What is Mental Fitness and why do we need it? 

Being mentally fit is vital for driving, especially driving a commercial vehicle. 

You can spend long periods on the road, and during that time you have to keep alert, maintain good 
judgement and remain responsive in order to protect your own safety and the safety of other road 
users.  

When you’re not mentally fit and not coping with life’s stresses, or you’re not feeling ‘quite right’, it can 
be difficult to perform the complex driving task well.   

2. How does mental fitness affect driving? 

Most people realise that regular exercise and care of their bodies makes them healthier, stronger and 
likely to live better and longer.  The same applies to our minds – if we exercise them properly and look 
after them, we can expect to stay mentally well and get a lot more out of life. 

Mental fitness is a lot more than not having a mental illness (see Toolbox Talk 8, Mental Illness and 
Driving).  It’s what gives us the ability to enjoy life and cope with the many challenges that life 
presents. 

Mental fitness also helps us to stay physically healthy.  Prolonged stress, caused by our inability to 
manage and cope with what’s happening in our lives, contributes to many physical illnesses, including 
heart disease and cancer. 

3. What does it mean to be mentally fit? 

Stress is a normal part of life - there is no avoiding it.  However, we can learn to manage stressful 
situations by improving our mental fitness. 

When faced with a challenging situation, mentally fit people know how to manage themselves and 
their attitudes: 
• they stay involved rather than feeling victimised or isolated; 
• they try to solve problems and influence outcomes rather than being helpless and blaming others; 
• they choose to learn from their experiences rather than being threatened by them; 
• they are good at giving and receiving help and encouragement; 
• they are neither too passive to be ineffective nor too aggressive to be offensive; 
• they stay positive in the face of disappointment; and 
• they are able to laugh at themselves. 

Those who may not have the ability to cope with the current challenges in their life, may respond quite 
differently with: 
• deteriorating relationships with family and work colleagues; 
• intolerance, irritability and anger; 
• indecisiveness, loss of concentration; 
• absenteeism and reduced work performance; 
• increased smoking or alcohol consumption, or drug taking; 
• complaining about ill-health; and 
• actual ill-health such as frequent headaches, gastro-intestinal disturbance, ongoing minor 

illnesses, skin rashes, deteriorating immune response.  

E. CONTENT 
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4. How can you improve your mental fitness? 

It is important to realise that in every situation in life, everyone has choices and options in the way 
they live and how they respond to situations, even highly stressful situations.   

Identifying stressful situations and developing personal coping strategies and problem solving skills 
will help you come out on top.  

There are plenty of ways to improve your mental fitness – mostly it’s a matter of making sure you get a 
balance between exercising your mind and giving it the rest it needs.  Try some of these practical tips 
– pick just one to start with and see the difference it makes.   

For Mental Fitness - REST AND RELEASE 

 Simplify your life. Sit back and have a look at the big 
picture – is there anything that can be cut out so that you 
can enjoy life in the long run? 

 Have a good laugh. It will help ease stress and improve 
your immunity. Learning to laugh at the little stuff in life, 
including yourself, will help you deal with the big stuff. 

 Take a positive outlook. This might not be easy and it 
may take a bit of practice.  Start with being aware of your 
thoughts and your attitudes, and then you can work on 
changing them.   

 Relax your mind.  Take time out for yourself and give 
your mind a rest – not just occasionally but on a regular 
basis.  Go fishing, listen to music, meditate or just sit and 
watch the world go by.  Taking time out helps you to see 
things in perspective and to figure out what’s important. 

 Be physically active.  Physical activity is a great release for your mind and a great way to 
manage stress.  Go for a walk, play a game of basketball or just throw a frisby.  (See Toolbox 
Talk 7, Be Active Every Day for more information). 

 Be with friends and family.  Feeling “connected” and 
sharing ourselves with other people is vital for mental 
fitness.  Enjoy time together with family, friends and 
work mates on a regular basis. 

 Get regular good quality sleep.   There’s no 
substitute for good sleep.  Aim for 8 hours most nights 
preferably between 10pm and 8am (refer to Tool Box 
Talk 3, Fatigue for more information). 

 Be aware of the signs of stress and know when to 
stop or when to ask for help.  Everyone has their limits 
(refer to Tool Box 8, Mental Illness and Driving for 
more information). 

 Take a holiday.  Take a good break once a year as 
well as some shorter ones to refresh.  
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5. For more information 

Contact: 
• Your local doctor. 
• Counselling services such as Relationships Australia. 
• Contact Mensline (24 hr counselling service on relationship issues) on 

1300 78 99 78 www.menslineaus.org.au. 

This resource has been produced with input from SANE Australia 

Looking after your health is like looking after your vehicle - regular care 
and maintenance pays off in the long run 

For more information see www.ntc.gov.au 

The Driving and Your Health Campaign is supported by: 

For Mental Fitness - EXERCISE AND FEED THE MIND 

 Try something new.  New experiences will keep your mind open and optimistic.  Even 
simple things like trying a different route to work can change your perspective for the 
better. 

 Learn all your life.  Learning new skills keeps your mind fit and active.  Perhaps upgrade your 
computer skills, or attend a morning course at the local hardware outlet - the possibilities and 
options are endless.  Many courses are free or low cost. 

 Read.  Reading anything is great for your mental fitness and can expose you to new ideas. 

 Enjoy puzzles and problem solving.  There is now good evidence that keeping your mind 
active with puzzles and problems can help you avoid diseases such as alzheimers. 

 Do something for someone else.  Volunteer work helps you 
focus outside your own needs and concerns – a healthy 
direction for your mind. 

 Take up a hobby.  An interest outside your work and other 
responsibilities is helpful for maintaining your mental fitness.  
Find something you enjoy and do it on a regular basis.   

 Eat regularly and eat well.  The brain needs good food just 
like the body.  For peak mental fitness go for plenty of fruit and 
vegetables and avoid high fat foods that make your mind 
sluggish.  Plenty of water is also what your brain needs to 
operate effectively – not the stimulants like coffee and coke 
(see Toolbox Talk 6, Healthy Food Choices for more 
information). 

 

 


